
Locate, identify, and record signals
with measurement aids in Agilent
Technologies 8590 C/E/L-series
spectrum analyzers

Marker and peak signal features are
useful measurement aids in a spec-
trum display because they immediate-
ly locate a signal, and record its
amplitude and frequency or time. The
8590 C/E/L-series spectrum analyz-
ers offer two marker features and a
peak sorting function to help you
with your measurements:

• Multiple markers—up to four mark-
ers on the display

• Marker table—a second screen win-
dow with a list of markers

• Peaks table—a second screen win-
dow with peak signals listed by
specified criteria

Multiple markers
In some measurements, you may
want to keep track of several points
on a signal trace. The multiple mark-
ers feature allows you to set up to
four markers on a trace. Use [Peak
Search] and [Next Peak], or tune
using the keypad or knob for each
marker. You can set the marker units
to dBm, dBmV, dBuV, or watts. For
time interval measurements, set the
marker to read frequency, time, inter-
val or inverse interval. Multiple mark-
ers are valuable for keeping track of
component response in scalar meas-
urements.

Marker tables
View the frequency and amplitude 
of multiple markers by pressing 
[MK TABLE ON]. All the markers 
on the display will be annotated in a
window below the trace. Each can be
set for a time, period, inverse period,
or frequency readout. You can meas-
ure pulse repetition rates, rise and
fall times, and periods, all at the
same time.

Peak tables
Often you would like to have the 
analyzer sort signals without having
to mark them yourself. You can do
this with the peaks table function.
Simply set the criteria, such as 
peak criteria equals 6 dB, and press
[PK TABLE ON]. The top 10 signal
responses will be listed in a table
beneath the spectral display. You 
can sort signals by 

frequency or amplitude, and read out
only those signals above a display
line. Signals from components, such
as oscillators and mixers, or from 
surveillance are automatically collected
and recorded. The display can be
copied to a printer.

Repeatable and convenient
Spectrum analyzer one-button meas-
urements are repeatable, giving you
confidence in the measurement of sig-
nals or components over time, tem-
perature and calibration variations.
You can select continuous sweep to
see changes as they happen, or single
sweep to get snapshots of the spectra.
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Figure 1. Characterizing a filter response is simple using the multiple markers feature.



Ordering information
Compatible Agilent spectrum analyzers

• 8590L
• 8591C
• 8591E
• 8592L
• 8693E
• 8594E
• 8595E
• 8596E

Required configuration
Standard, no options required

Figure 2. Test data can be printed at the press of a key after using the Market Table feature.

Figure 3. The Peak Table feature marks and lists the signals using your selection criteria.

Agilent Technologies’ Test and Measurement
Support, Services, and Assistance
Agilent Technologies aims to maximize 
the value you receive, while minimizing
your risk and problems. We strive to
ensure that you get the test and measure-
ment capabilities you paid for and obtain
the support you need. Our extensive sup-
port resources and services can help you
choose the right Agilent products for your
applications and apply them successfully.
Every instrument and system we sell has 
a global warranty. Support is available 
for at least five years beyond the produc-
tion life of the product. Two concepts
underlie Agilent’s overall support policy:
“Our Promise” and “Your Advantage.”

Our Promise
“Our Promise” means your Agilent test
and measurement equipment will meet its
advertised performance and functionality.
When you are choosing new equipment,
we will help you with product informa-
tion, including realistic performance spec-
ifications and practical recommendations
from experienced test engineers. When
you use Agilent equipment, we can verify
that it works properly, help with product
operation, and provide basic measurement
assistance for the use of specified capabil-
ities, at no extra cost upon request. Many
self-help tools are available.

Your Advantage
“Your Advantage” means that Agilent
offers a wide range of additional expert
test and measurement services, which you
can purchase according to your unique
technical and business needs. Solve prob-
lems efficiently and gain a competitive edge
by contracting with us for calibration, extra-
cost upgrades, out-of-warranty repairs, and
on-site education and training, as well 
as design, system integration, project man-
agement, and other professional services.
Experienced Agilent engineers and techni-
cians worldwide can help you maximize
your productivity, optimize the return on
investment of your Agilent instruments and
systems, and obtain dependable measure-
ment accuracy for the life of those products.

Get assistance with all your 
test and measurement needs at: 
www.agilent.com/find/assist
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